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Code-switching between
typologically distinct
languages

Brian Hok-Shing Chan

11.1 The search for universal constraints
on code-switching

In the last few decades there has been a burgeoning growth in the liter-

ature of code-switching (hereafter CS), the use of two (or more) languages

between sentences (i.e. inter-sentential) or within a sentence (i.e. intra-

sentential). Whereas the pioneering works focused on bilingual commun-

ities in the United States (e.g. Poplack 1980), by now there are also studies

on bilingual CS in different parts of theworld, including Europe (e.g. Backus

1996), Asia (e.g. Chan 1998a, 1998b), Africa (e.g.Myers-Scotton 1993a, 1993b)

and the Middle East (e.g. Berk-Seligson 1986). In terms of language typo-

logy, while Indo-European language pairs tend to attract attention, there

have been additional studies on languages that come from families other

than Indo-European. These efforts have been spurred by a growing interest

in CS around the world and an increasing recognition of bilingualism

as a proper sub-discipline of linguistics – the broader field to which CS

belongs (Li Wei 2000, Myers-Scotton 2006a, Romaine 1995). In addition,

researchers have recognized that CS is not an indicator of deficiency in

either or both language(s). Instead, it is most often viewed as a resource

that bilinguals tactfully utilize to achieve various communicative effects

(see Gardner-Chloros, this volume), to index social roles and identities

(Myers-Scotton 1993b), and/or to manage ongoing talk (see Gafaranga,

this volume). Furthermore, researchers have come to realize that (intra-

sentential) CS – far from being random – is patterned and structurally

governed, although there is still debate about the nature of grammatical

constraints on CS and whether these constraints are universal (but see

Myers-Scotton and Jake, MacSwan, this volume).

The search for universal constraints on CS has been instrumental in

spawning much research on new data involving various language pairs.

Based on Spanish–English data collected from Puerto Ricans in New York
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City, the classic paper by Poplack (1980) proposed The Free Morpheme

Constraint and The Equivalence Constraint, the two constraints that

have probably been most frequently discussed in the literature. The Free

Morpheme Constraint holds that CS does not take place within a word

between a free morpheme and a bound morpheme (e.g. CS between “eat,”

an English verb stem, and “-iendo,” the Spanish present progressive, is

impossible (Poplack 1980:586) unless the former is phonologically inte-

grated into Spanish (Sankoff and Poplack 1981). The Equivalence

Constraint stipulates that CS only takes place where the surface order of

constituents surrounding the switch point is the same in the participating

languages (e.g. CS is possible between an adjective and a noun if the

participating languages both have the same pre-nominal (or post-nominal)

positioning of adjectives (Pfaff 1979)).

Poplack (1980) concluded that the two constraints apply to her

Spanish–English data irrespective of L2 proficiency and sociolinguistic

variation; Sankoff and Poplack (1981:7) further suggested that the con-

straintsmight well be universal. This claimwas the impetus for testing the

validity of these constraints on other language pairs, which often resulted

in revised or new constraints. Nartey (1982) was quick to point out that

data of Adaŋme–English (spoken by educated Ghanaians in Ghana) present

counter-examples to both constraints, and she was probably the first one

to suggest that different linguistic constraintsmay apply in different socio-

cultural environments – a precursor of more recent works such as Bhatt

(1997) and Muysken (2000). Much as data from Spanish–Hebrew collected

in Jerusalem (Berk-Seligson 1986) and Arabic–French collected in Morocco

(Bentahila and Davies 1983) supported The Free Morpheme Constraint,

counter-exampleswere found against TheEquivalenceConstraint. Bentahila

and Davies (1983) suggested that subcategorization restrictions (or selec-

tion) – rather than word order equivalence – are always respected in CS.

Di Sciullo et al. (1986) refuted The Equivalence Constraint for reasons

which are empirical (i.e. many possible switching sites allowed by The

Equivalence Constraint show little CS in Poplack’s dataset) and theoretical

(i.e. The EquivalenceConstraint does not refer to deeper structural relations).

They examined data from Italian–French–English CS and Hindi–English

CS, and put forth The Government Constraint, which bars CS between a

lexical head (e.g. a verb) and the “highest” element in the constituent this

head governs (e.g. the determiner in the verb’s object noun phrase). The

Government Constraint was found to be empirically inadequate by Belazi

et al. (1994), among others. These authors propose The Functional Head

Constraint, which precludes CS between a functional head (i.e. Determiner,

Inflection, Complementizer, Quantifier andNegation) and its complement

(e.g. Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Inflection Phrase), which the functional

head f-selects (see Abney 1987). Again, counter-examples were soon brought

to light by Bhatt (1995), Halmari (1997) and Mahootian and Santorini

(1996) from various language pairs documented in previous literature.
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Poplack and her associates also examined CS in more exotic language

pairs, including Finnish–English (Poplack et al. 1989), Tamil–English

(Sankoff et al. 1990), Wolof–French and Fongbe–French (Poplack and

Meechan 1995). Facing apparent counter-examples to The Free Morpheme

Constraint and The Equivalence Constraint, they concluded that these

instances are in fact “nonce borrowings” rather than CS. The suggestion

generated a series of debates as to the definition anddelineation betweenCS

with respect to (nonce-)borrowing (Myers-Scotton 1993b, 2002a; Muysken

2000). In any case, Poplack’s original constraints have not faded away in

current literature. The empirical predictions of The Free Morpheme

Constraint have been preserved in the PF (Phonetic Form) Adjunction

Theorem of MacSwan (1999a, 1999b, 2000), based on Nahuatl–Spanish

data, whereas The Equivalence Constraint is still seen as facilitating CS

(Muysken 2000) if not strictly constraining it (Deuchar 2005, based on

Welsh–English data).

In many datasets there is an obvious asymmetry between the participat-

ing languages in terms of themorpho-syntax of CS sentences.Most of these

data involve an Indo-European language and an Asian or African language

(e.g. Kamwangamalu 1989 on Bantu–English/French; Sridhar and Sridhar

1980 on Kannada–English; Nishimura 1985a, 1985b on Japanese–English;

Park 1990 on Korean–English; Joshi 1985a, 1985b on Marathi–English in

which both languages are Indo-European). All these works eventually

paved the way to the Matrix Language Frame Model (henceforth the MLF

Model) of Myers-Scotton (1993a, 1997, 2002a), which drew support primar-

ily from Swahili–English CS data. This remains a dominant paradigm in

the grammatical approach to CS. The basic premise of the MLF Model is

that in a code-switched “sentence,” defined as a Complementizer Phrase

(CP) by Myers-Scotton, the Matrix Language (ML) generates the sentence

structure. This implies two things. First, the ML determines word order,

a constraint formalized as The Morpheme Order Principle, and, second, the

ML supplies systemmorphemes (largely boundmorphemes and function

words), a constraint formalized as The System Morpheme Principle (see Myers-

Scotton and Jake, this volume). The Embedded Language (EL), on the other

hand, can only contribute content morphemes, i.e. content words that take

part in theta-marking such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and most preposi-

tions. In addition to these two core principles, there are a number of sub-

sidiary principles that deal with alleged counter-examples, mostly cases

involving system morphemes from the EL. For instance, the Embedded

Language Island Principle allows EL system morphemes to appear in EL

phrases consisting of all words from the EL. The Double Morphology

Principle licenses an EL system morpheme (e.g. a plural morpheme) if it is

“doubled” with its counter-part from theML. Apart frompositing subsidiary

principles, the content/system morpheme distinction has also been fine-

tuned to account for apparent counter-examples to the two overarching

principles and now there are four types of morphemes rather than the
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original two. In any case, skeptics may still be dissatisfied with the subsid-

iary principles and the newmorphememodels thatwater down the original

force of The SystemMorpheme Principle. Also, the additions havemade the

MLFmodel perhaps too sophisticated and uneconomical to be desirable as a

model of bilingual competence (Chomsky 1965), in marked contrast with a

more recent view that there are actually no constraints or principles specific

to CS in the language faculty of bilinguals. This alternative is known as

The Null Theory (see MacSwan 1999a, 1999b, this volume; Mahootian 1993;

Chan 2003).

Indeed, many constraints and models in the CS literature have been

challenged and modified by the discovery of new empirical data. Unlike

linguistic research with monolingual participants, it is unclear whether a

bilingual’s intuitions of CS sentences are consistent and trustworthy. For

one thing, grammaticality judgments on hypothetical CS sentences may

be affected by the social stigma that has always been attached to CS (Pfaff

1979). A more deep-rooted problem lies in the fact that many bilinguals

are non-balanced, i.e. they have not attained a proficiency level in their

weaker language that is akin to that of a native speaker of that language.

In this respect, some researchers have been able to solicit consistent

grammatical judgments (Bentahila and Davies 1983), while others have

found varied intuitions among different proficiency groups (Toribio

2001b). Still others have been most careful to elicit judgments only from

balanced bilinguals (MacSwan 1999a, 1999b), only to leave aside the copi-

ous data produced by non-balanced bilinguals, whereas others avoided

grammaticality judgments altogether (Mahootian 1993).

Given that consistent and trustworthy judgments are not always obtain-

able and that CS data display considerable variation, it is understandable

that some researchers have become disgruntled with the constraint

approach to CS. Nonetheless, one must be careful in differentiating three

different responses:

(1.) The constraint approach to CS is misguided and futile; it does not

provide any insights into CS (see Bokamba 1989; Gardner-Chloros

and Edward 2004).

(2.) There are no universal constraints on CS, but there are specific con-

straints which are followed in different bilingual communities (see

Bhatt 1997; Muysken 2000).

(3.) There are no constraints that operate specifically on CS. It is governed

by abstract constraints or principles underlying universal grammar

on a par with “pure” languages (see Mahootian 1993; MacSwan

1999a, 1999b, 2000; Chan 2003).

Position (1.) downplays the fact that, although universal constraints are

not yet in sight, CS does exhibit certain structural regularities, patterns

that led researchers to arrive at various constraints or models. CS is often

produced fluently and understood instantly by bilinguals in themanner of
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spontaneous monolingual conversations, and the CS sentences do show

structure; they are not a loose array of words glued together randomly, nor

do they look similar to those sentences produced by severe agrammatic

aphasics. Even linguists who have dismissed the constraint approach have

never denied that there is syntactic structure underlying CS; rather, they

prefer accounts of CS patterns based on social–pragmatic factors instead of

syntactic theory.

Position (2.) is exemplified by Bhatt (1997), who adheres to grammatical

constraints, but not those that are absolutely inviolable. Rather, he

explains variation in CS patterns by different rankings of constraints, as

envisioned in Optimality Theory. As a particular language pair is assigned

a certain constraint ranking, there remains a problem of how to capture

variation within a language pair. Muysken (2000) does not employ

Optimality Theory, but he attempts to accommodate various CSs by devis-

ing a typology of language mixing. In particular, a bilingual may exploit

one of these three strategies, namely, alternation, insertion or congruent

lexicalization when engaging in CS. Alternation refers to a “total” switch

to another language, including lexicon and grammar. In insertion, bilin-

guals do not switch totally; they insert words and phrases from one lan-

guage (i.e. the EL) into a sentence frame generated by the grammar of

another language (i.e. the Matrix Language). Congruent lexicalization

applies to a language pair with languages that are typologically related

(e.g. Dutch and German); the structure of a CS sentence is very similar to

that found in both participating languages, to the extent that CS appa-

rently can take place at any point of the sentence with words drawn from

either lexicon. The ingenuity of Muysken’s (2000) model lies in its attempt

to connect the syntax of CS with sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics.

He suggests that alternation is typical in stable bilingual communities

with balanced bilinguals, whereas insertion is commonly found in former

colonial settings where bilinguals are more fluent and at home with their

first language. Congruent lexicalization is found where bilinguals, often

second-generation immigrants, are fluent in two typologically similar

languages, and these languages have equal prestige in society. Yet, syntax

still plays a crucial role in this model. The three strategies represent the

limits within which CS may vary on an individual or community level,

although the three strategies are themselves defined by diagnostic criteria

which are syntactic.

Position (3.) is associatedwithTheNull Theory (Mahootian 1993;MacSwan

1999a, 1999b; Chan 2003). This theory considers that CS is possible as long

as no principle or constraint in universal grammar is violated, and there-

fore it departs frommost previousmodels or constraints that are supposed

to operate on CS specifically. The idea is motivated by Occam’s Razor – in

an attempt to devise the most economical model of CS (Mahootian 1993;

MacSwan 1999a, 1999b, 2000), as well as by a consideration of cognitive

economy (Chan 2003). It would bemore parsimonious for a bilingual mind
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not to have a separate grammar for CS. That is, considering that only

some speakers in the world are bilinguals who may engage in CS, it is

uneconomical to propose a code-switching grammar within the language

faculty or universal grammar, which is supposed to be innate, inborn, and

biologically endowed in all human beings, bilingual or monolingual. And

even though there may be a CS grammar, it still begs an explanation as

to why the putative constraints (e.g. The Free Morpheme Constraint, The

Equivalence Constraint, the MLF Model, etc.) look so radically different

from principles or constraints in other languages (e.g. structural depend-

ence, locality, binding principles).

The major drawback of The Null Theory is that constraints are neces-

sarily expressed in theory-specific terms, and therefore the empirical

predictionsmay vary when researchers are committed to different linguis-

tic theories or assumptions.1 Onemay say that TheNull Theory ismore of a

spirit rather than a coherent framework, treating CS on a par with other

“pure” languages rather than as a “peripheral” phenomenon, and applying

to CS various syntactic theories which are independently grounded in

monolingual grammatical phenomena. Despite the thrust of The Null

Theory, it is in this connection that it meets with another problem –

there are a number of CS constructions which do seem to arise specifically

through language contact and which are absent in either participating

language, including the mixed compound verbs (i.e. a code-switched

verb and a helping verb from the host or matrix language – see below),

the portmanteau construction (e.g. a “mirror” sentence in which a verb

from a VO language co-occurs with another one from an OV language –

see below), and the omission or double marking of function words

or bound morphemes (e.g. the omission of determiner(s) – see below).

To explain these phenomena, general syntactic rules or principles (e.g.

word order parameters, agreement, etc.), which The Null Theory appeals

to, seem insufficient, but additional, construction-specific rules or prin-

ciples, apart from those of the two participating languages, appear

necessary.

The above survey hardly solves the intricate empirical and theoretical

problems involved in the grammatical study of CS, but merely highlights

themain dilemmas that researchers have been facing. On the one hand, CS

data often turn out to be more diverse and varied than what the proposed

models or constraints would have predicted. On the other hand, there is

structural regularity underlying most CS sentences, which requires an

explanation. The tension between constraining CS by grammatical theo-

ries and describing the diversity of real data is indeed daunting. A related

issue is whether to account for the various CS patterns in sociolinguistic or

pragmatic terms (which aremore concernedwith variation) or by syntactic

theories (which are more concerned with underlying regularity). A third

dilemma concerns adopting a uniform, universalist theory (e.g. the MLF

Model), which is supposed to apply in all language pairs, or a typological
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approach (e.g. the Bilingual Speech Model of Muysken 2000), which posits

different constraints in different bilingual communities. Yet a fourth one

is whether to devise constraints that operate on CS specifically, or to resort

to syntactic theories independently grounded in monolingual gramma-

tical phenomena.

One way of resolving the above dilemmas and synthesizing the insights

of various approaches is to envision a greater role for processing strategies,

conceived as part of linguistic performance in the generative literature

(Chomsky 1965). Performance is also the site where pragmatic, discourse-

functional and other sociolinguistic factorsmay come into play and interact

with grammar. This is consistent with the typologists’ view that processing

strategies and other language-external factors may shape grammars and

grammatical constructions (Comrie 1989; Croft 2003). In the context of

CS, a bilingual gets to know not only words but also syntactic rules from

both languages. Should the two languages have different rules for a

construction (e.g. a noun phrase or a verb phrase), the bilingual has

access to more than one syntactically viable option in forming a CS con-

struction. Various options are taken in different bilingual communities,

hence the diversity of patterns. The following sections illustrate how

such an approach can be applied to two cases where CS involves typo-

logically different languages.

11.2 Code-switching between VO and OV languages

One area where languages vary from each other syntactically is word order.

Typologists have long treated subject–verb–object order as a major param-

eter by which to classify languages. In those cases where a bilingual code-

switches between a VO language and an OV language, what patterns are

produced? There are four logical possibilities:

CS between a VO language and an OV language: possible patterns

(1.) VO order: verb from VO language

(2.) OV order: verb from OV language

(3.) VO order: verb from OV language

(4.) OV order: verb from VO language

Most researchers have believed thatword order follows the language of the

verb; in other words, VO order is attested if the verb comes from the VO

language (i.e. pattern (1.)), whereas OV order is realized if the verb comes

from the OV language (i.e. pattern (2.)). The following are some examples

found in the literature

(1) VO order: verb from VO language (pattern (1.))

(a.) English–Farsi

you’ll buy xune-ye jaedid

188 B R I A N H O K - S H I N G C H A N
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you’ll buy house-poss new
“You’ll buy a new house.”

(Mahootian 1993:152)

(b.) Japanese–English

nisei no jidai ni wa we never knew anna koto nanka

Nisei poss days p top we never knew such thing sarcasm

“In the days of Nisei, we never knew such a thing as sarcasm.”

(Nishimura 1985a:76)

(c.) English–Hindi

He keeps daarimuunch

he keeps beard moustache

“He has a full beard.”

(Pandit 1986:92)

(d.) English–Korean

I like koki. Koki’s good.

I like meat meat’s good

“I like meat. Meat’s good.”

(Choi 1991:886)

(2) OV order: verb from OV language (pattern (2.))

(a.) English–Japanese

Only small prizes moratta ne

only small prizes get-past
“We got only small prizes.”

(Nishimura 1985a:128)

(b.) Hindi–English

ki Syria uske sath diplomatic relations kayam kare

that Syria it with diplomatic relations establish do

“ . . . that Syria establishes diplomatic relations with it.”

(Bhatt 1997:228)

Patterns (3.) and (4.) appear to be ruled out. Various grammatical theories

have been invoked to explain this apparent restriction. Mahootian (1993)

appeals to Tree Adjoining Grammar in which the lexical content of a verb

is specified for its arguments (i.e. subject and object of the verb) as well as

the position of these arguments. MacSwan (1999a, 1999b) proposes that a

verb carries a case feature that derives VO or OV order in a Minimalist

fashion. Nishimura and Yoon (1998) suggest that the directionality of the

head (verb in this case) has to be followed. In spite of different explanatory

tools, all of these approaches assume a lexicalist account of VO/OV order –

that the latter is in some way specified by the head verb.

Onemaywonderwhether this restriction is universal. For one thing, The

MLF Model would have allowed that a bilingual inserts a verb, a canonical

content morpheme, from a VO language into an OV order, or insert a verb

from anOV language into a VO order, provided that theMatrix Language is

OV or VO respectively. A deeper probe into the literature indeed yields data
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where verb–object order does not follow the language of the verb (Chan

2003, forthcoming), as shown here:

(3) VO order: verb from OV language (pattern (3.))

(a.) Tamil–English

naan pooyi paaDuvein Hindi song-ei
I go-inf sing.1-sg.fut Hindi song-acc
“I will go and sing a Hindi song.”

(Sankoff et al. 1990:79)

(b.) English–Korean

I have to ttak�e my hand
I have to wash my hand

“I have to wash my hand.”

(Choi 1991:889)

(4) OV order: verb from VO language (pattern (4.))

(a.) Mandinka–English

n buka wo understand – noo

1-sg tam that understand – aux
“I’m not able to understand that.”

(Haust and Dittmar 1998:87)

(b.) Tsotsitaal–English

want ou Tex laat ons daai group join

because old Tex make 1pl dem group join

“Because old Tex made us join that group.”

(Slabbert and Myers-Scotton 1997:332)

The mixed compound verbs further attest pattern (4.) in which appa-

rently a verb from a VO language assumes OV order, for example, in the

Matathi–English form in (5).

(5) OV order: verb from VO language: mixed compound verb

mula khurcy�a paint kart�at

boys chairs paint doþtns
“Boys paint chairs.”

(Joshi 1985a:193)

There has been quite some dispute as to the proper status of the code-

switched verb, though. As the name “mixed compound verb” suggests,

some researchers consider that the code-switched verb (from the VO lan-

guage) is actually adjoined to the helping verb from the OV language (e.g.

kart�at in (5)); in other words, the code-switched element and the helping

verb together form a V node. The helping verb somehow “nativizes” the

code-switched element (Kachru 1978), and so the “mixed compound verb”

functions as any other verb in the OV language, hence the OV order. The

code-switched element may be a verb or a nominalization. There is, how-

ever, evidence that, at least in some cases, the code-switched element is a
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verb on its own. For instance, in (6) below, the English verb (“force”) takes a

Panjabi object (“baceã”) inflected by an accusative marker (“nũ”). The help-

ing verb in Hindi (“kər”) most probably rests in a higher syntactic position,

since it is separated from the English verb (“force”) by a negation marker

(“nəi”) (see Muysken 2000 for more discussion on these “bilingual verbs”).

(6) OV order: verb from VO language: mixed compound verb

baceã nũ tus~ı force nəi kər sakd
children ACC you force NEG do

“You can’t force children.”

(Romaine 1995:140)

The existence of examples in (3), (4), and (6) (i.e. patterns (3.) and (4.) above)

resist a lexicalist account of verb–object order in CS, where verb–object order

is specified in the head verb. Alternatively, VO or OV order could be stipu-

lated by a syntactic rule asmore traditionally envisioned, for instance, a verb-

initial and a verb-final parameter (Neeleman andWeerman 1999, Saito and

Fukui 1998). Now, suppose the bilingual has access to both rules. Either VO

or OV would comply with the input and thus both orders can be found in

the production data. On the other hand, if the bilingual’s languages both

have VO order (e.g. Spanish–English, Cantonese–English), the bilingual does

not have the OV option and OV order would never be yielded, unless the

objects aremoved or pre-posed for pragmatic effects. By the same token, it is

hypothesized that CS between two OV languages does not yield VO order

unless it is for “pragmatic” effects.

Consider again the bilingual who code-switches between a VO and anOV

language. The idea that either VO orOV is an “optimal” strategymay sound

like a mere description of the above data, but it is not: Both VO and OV

rules may be co-activated, leading to “portmanteau” constructions such as

those in (7).

(7) Portmanteau constructions

(a.) English–Japanese

We bought about two pounds gurai kattekita no

we bought about two pounds about bought

“We bought about two pounds.”

(Nishimura 1985a:139)

(b.) English–Tamil

They gave me a research grant koDutaa

They gave me a research grant give (3pl.past)
“They gave me a research grant.”

(Sankoff et al. 1990:93)

(c.) Dutch–Turkish

Dus in Nederland zijn zoveel devlet hastanesi var

so in Holland are-3PL so-many state hospital there-are

“So in Holland there are so many state hospitals.”

(Backus 1996:348)
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The markedness of “portmanteau” constructions in comparison with VO

or OV order (Backus 1996; Nishimura 1985a; Sankoff et al. 1990) may well

be due to the relative economy of the latter option. In portmanteau con-

structions semantic information is duplicated in two verbs: one from the

VO language and another from the OV language, while the selection of

VO or OV order is non-redundant.

There is also a third possible option: neither VO nor OV order. It is

difficult to conceive how this option can be realized if both verb and object

are coded, in consideration of the fact that all sentences need to be linear-

ized, a requirement which is imposed by the PF (Phonetic Form) Interface

in the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995). Another possibility is that

the whole VP is not realized at all (hence neither VO nor OV), thus best

respecting economy. Nonetheless, this would violate isomorphism – the

principle that meaning is expressed by a linguistic form (Croft 2003;

Haiman 1980). Since the verb also licenses the subject argument, the non-

coding of VP implies the non-coding of the whole proposition. Yet another

possibility is that the object is not expressed, which again respects economy

but violates isomorphism. Empirically, there are indeed some instances

where the object of a CS verb is dropped, such as the English–Japanese

example in (8) below. However, Nishimura (1985a:138) attributed the object

drop in (8) to the grammar of Japanese inwhich an objectmay be null where

it is salient in the context. In this light, it is unlikely that object drop is

induced by CS between a VO and an OV language, which is not attested

elsewhere in the literature (see examples in (1), (2), (3) and (4) above).

(8) Object drop

She karita

she borrow-past
“She borrowed [it].”

(Nishimura 1985a:137)

Table 11.1 below summarizes the options of the processor for a bilingual

who code-switches between a VO language and an OV language.

Portmanteau constructions are not ruled out strictly as ungrammatical.

The sociolinguistic or pragmatic contexts where portmanteau construc-

tions appear have not been adequately studied. However, the available data

are often documented from immigrants, mostly of the second or inter-

mediate generation (Nishimura 1985a; Backus 1996). They tend to engage

in extensive conversational CS within their peer groups, and they stand

midway between two different identities (i.e. those of their origin and of

the new settlement). It may be the case that the portmanteau construc-

tions, in juxtaposing the lexicons and observing the grammars of both

languages, are a convenient strategy to signal these bilinguals’ dual iden-

tity or to involve mixed audiences of different groups (Nishimura 1995).

If this is on the right track, the portmanteau constructions would have

been justified by sociolinguistic reasons even though they are not optimal.
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The least optimal strategy – i.e. neither VO nor OV – is theoretically possible

but it may be syntactically impossible (where both verb and object are

coded without a recognizable order, hence violating linearization) or impos-

sible to prove (where both verb and object are not coded, hence violating

isomorphism). Object drop appears to be permissible only where one of

the participating languages (e.g. Japanese in (8)) licenses null objects in

discourse contexts where the objects are readily recoverable, hence not

clearly induced by CS. The apparent impossibility of CS inducing object

drop may be due to other grammatical principles.

How does the bilingual select VO or OV order out of the two alterna-

tives? There are two main approaches: the syntactic approach and the

processing approach. In the former, some built-in syntactic mechanism

derives the preferred OV/VO order. Under one view, consistent with

Kayne’s (1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom, is that VO is the unmarked,

base-generated order, whereas OV is derived through movement of the

object to a higher position. As for the processing approach (Chan 2003,

forthcoming), both VO and OV can be considered to be based-generated

word orders, selected by the processor under the influence of various

“usage” factors. For instance, a particular order (OV or VO) has been in

use and much more accessible, possibly because the speakers have been

primed by using that language. The choice of one particular construction

(e.g. VO or OV) is conventionally seen as governed by sociolinguistic norms

(e.g. speakers, formality of occasion).

11.3 Code-switching between languages
with different types of DP

Apart from word order, languages systematically vary from each other in

terms of morpho-syntactic marking, functional words, and bound mor-

phemes that encode grammatical information such as definiteness, tense,

Table 11.1 Code-switching between a VO and an OV language: options

of the processor

Strategy taken Linguistic consequences
Functional principles
respected or violated

Activate either VO or OV
order (most optimal)

VO or OV order Economy respected
Isomorphism respected
Linearization respected

Activate both VO and OV
order (less optimal)

Portmanteau constructions Isomorphism respected
Linearization respected
Economy violated

Activate neither VO or OV
order (least optimal)

Object drop, VP not coded, or
syntactically impossible

Economy respected
Isomorphism violated or
Linearization violated
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aspect, number, case, gender. In generative grammar, it has widely been

assumed since Abney (1987) that noun phrases are actually determiner

phrases (DP) headed by the determiner, although by “determiner” Abney

had in mind various function words attached to nouns (e.g. articles, quan-

tifiers, demonstratives). More recently, it has been recognized that the

“functional domain” of nouns is more articulated than a Determiner (D)

head (Cheng and Sybesma 1999; Giusti 1997; Ritter 1995). There are other

functional heads hosting function words and even noun affixes, such

as Quantifier (Q), Number (Num), Classifier (CL) and Case (K), and the

functional domain may vary greatly from one language to another. For

instance, whereas a referential argument (i.e. a DP that receives a theta-

role in subject or object position) in English ismostlymarked by an article,

in Chinese languages, it is normallymarked by a classifier which primarily

expresses its attribute (e.g. shape), unit (e.g. similar to “cup” as in “a cup

of tea”), or quantity (e.g. similar to “dozen” as in “a dozen cakes”). In other

languages withmorphological case (e.g. Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Turkish),

an argument is always framed by a case marker that signals its role in an

event (e.g. a nominative marked subject, an accusative marked object),

although the case marker may be covert. For the sake of exposition, this

difference can be captured by proposing that English DPs are Article

Phrases (ArtP), whereas Chinese languages project Classifier Phrases (CLP)

and languages with morphological case markers project Case Phrases (KP).

When there is CS between languages in which nouns are expanded into

different functional projections, it seems that one functional template of

the participating languages is chosen (i.e. ArtP, CLP or KP), as shown in (9)

through (11).

(9) English noun in CLP (Cantonese–English)

nei5 zou6 saai3 [di1 assignment]CLP mei62

you do asp cl assignment sfp
“Have you done all the assignments?”

(Chan 1998a:193)

(10) English noun phrase in KP (Tamil–English)

naan pooyi paaDuvein [Hindi song-ei]KP

I go-inf sing Hindi song-acc
“I will go and sing a Hindi song.”

(Sankoff et al. 1990:79)

(11) Korean noun in ArtP (English–Korean)

I command you to do [the nokum]ArtP

I command you to do the recordin

“I command you to do the recording.”

(Choi 1991:889)

The scenario is similar to that of the bilingual’s selecting either the VO or

OV rule as elaborated in x 11.2 above. That is, CLP is projected instead of
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ArtP in (9), although the bilingual speaker is supposed to have access to the

latter template as well. In a similar fashion, KP is projected instead of ArtP

in (10), and ArtP is projected rather than KP in (11).

The pluralmorpheme in English (e.g. the English “-s”) ismore likely to be

expressed on a CS noun, when plurality is also expressed with determiners

from another language (e.g. (12)) or is “double-marked” with another

plural morpheme (e.g. ma-game-s (13) below). Myers-Scotton (2002a, also

Myers-Scotton and Jake, this volume) has explained these phenomena by

stating that the plural morpheme is an “early system morpheme,” easily

activated with the code-switched noun even though it may be from the EL.

(12) Cantonese–English

ngo5 duk6 zo2 [gei2 go3 chapters]CLP
I read asp several cl chapters
“I’ve read several chapters.”

(Chan 1998b:269)

(13) Shona–English

. . . dzimwe dzenguva tinenge tichiita ma-game-s panze

“ . . . sometimes we will be doing games outside.”

(Myers-Scotton 1993b:132)

Notice, however, that theDP in (13) is essentially aClassifier Phrase (CLP), the

functional template from Cantonese. The plural morpheme arguably does

not expand into a functional projection; that is, the plural noun “chapters”

remains a noun (N) and hence it can be selected by the Cantonese classifier

(Chan 1998b, 2003). All in all, the Cantonese CLP template, as indicated by

the numeral “gei2/several,” is chosen even though English pluralmorphology

is activated due to the context.

Sometimes, determiners from both languages are used to frame a noun,

but the pattern appears to be specific to certain language pairs, for exam-

ple, Moroccan-Arabic and French, as in (14) below.

(14) Moroccan Arabic–French

haduk les gens

these the people

“these people”

(Bentahila and Davies 1983:317)

Despite the co-occurrence of determiners in Arabic and French, apparently

it is the Arabic functional domain rather than the French one that is selected

in (18). Bentahila and Davies (1983) explained that in Arabic demonstratives

and numerals select a DP – a noun with the definite article – and so in

CS they also select a French DP with an article. A complementary point is

that the French articles, unlike those in English and other languages, are

always present with French nouns. The French article may easily be acti-

vated together with the French noun, which is similar to what the English
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plural morpheme is to an English noun in CS (see (12) and (13) above).

Elsewhere, the use of determiners from both languages appears to be rare.

The projection of functional templates from both languages is also rare

and motivated by meaning. For instance, in (15) below the Korean case

marker is required by Korean grammar, and the English definite article is

motivated by the “superlative” meaning.

(15) English–Korean

[[The most difficult structure]ArtP-lul]KP sseya hako

the most difficult structure-acc use must

“They must use the most difficult structure.”

(Park 1990:120)

Sometimes, code-switched nouns may be bare, without determiners or

affixes. Nonetheless, a number of these cases are explained by the gram-

mar of the Matrix Language which licenses null determiners, especially in

indefinite, generic, or predicative contexts, such as in (16), (17), and (18)

below. In other words, the English nouns may well project to a CLP with a

null classifier in (16) and (17), whereas in (18) the English noun projects to a

KP with a null case particle.

(16) Cantonese–English

ngo5 dei6 haa6 go3 lai2 baai3 hoei3 teng1 [concert]CLP (indefinite)

1 pl next cl week go hear concert

“We are going to hear a concert next week.”

(Chan 2003:199)

(17) Cantonese–English

keoi5 go3 zai2 zing3-jat1 hai6 [naughty boy]CLP (predicative)

3 cl son really cop naughty boy

“Her son is really a naughty boy.”

(Chan 1998a:196)

(18) Tamil–English

pooTuruvaan [letter]KP (indefinite)

put-3sg.masc.fut. letter
“He will write a letter.”

(Sankoff et al. 1990:79)

It is hard, if not impossible, to find bare nouns in syntactic environments

where the grammar of either language would have required determiners

and noun affixes – Berk-Seligson (1986) calls them code-switching “errors” –

see (19). The functional template of neither of the participating languages is

coded. This does not seem tobe the normal case in and across language pairs.

(19) Spanish–Hebrew

Izı́tis [taút]NP?
“You made [a] mistake.”

(Berk-Seligson 1986:328)
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Overall, the case of morpho-syntactic marking of nouns in CS described

in this section is parallel to that of VO/OV order expounded in x 11.2 above,

and hence the two may receive a unified account. When a bilingual code-

switches between two languages with different types of DP, he or she has

access to two morpho-syntactic rules with which to project the DP. The

strategy is to activate one of the rules, probably as a “balance” of economy

and isomorphism, but in some cases both may be activated, resulting in

double marking, or neither may be activated, resulting in bare nouns

without determiners. Double marking or bare nouns are more marked in

terms of their occurrences in and across different language pairs.

11.4 Summary and areas for further research

This chapter has surveyed the major constraints and models that have

been proposed to account for the structure of CS, highlighting the main

controversies within the grammatical approach. The long-standing prob-

lem of these attempts has been the diversity and variation of CS patterns,

which appear to defy any economical, unified, and universal syntactic

account. It has been suggested that this diversity be construed as the

interaction of the grammars of the two languages, which gives rise to

more than one syntactically viable option. The selection of one of these

options is the result of the influence of processing strategies and various

sociolinguistic factors.

Despite the diversity of CS patterns, there seems a universal tendency to

select onemorpho-syntactic rule, probably a result of the balance between

“economy” and “isomorphism” (Haiman 1980, 1983; Croft 2003), which

are functional principles rather than formal syntactic constraints. Less

optimal patterns may appear when there is a functional motivation (socio-

linguistic, pragmatic or processing), a hypothesis that opens avenues for

further research. It might well be most efficient to select the morpho-

syntactic rules consistently from one language, and that language would

become what is conceived as the Matrix Language in the MLF Model. If this

Table 11.2 Code-switching between languages with different types of DP: options of the

processor

Strategy taken Linguistic consequences
Functional principles
respected or violated

Activate the functional template of
either language (most optimal)

Different types of DP (e.g. Article Phrase (ArtP),
Classifier Phrase (CLP), Case Phrase (KP))

Economy respected
Isomorphism respected

Activate the functional templates of
both languages (less optimal)

Double-marking, determiners from both
languages within a DP

Isomorphism respected
Economy violated

Activate the functional template of
neither language (less optimal)

Bare nouns without determiners Economy respected
Isomorphism violated
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were correct, theMatrix Languagewould be an epiphenomenon, arising from

language use or performance rather than competence. Then, theoretically,

the series of principles that stipulate the role of the Matrix Language and

the Embedded Language would be unnecessary. In other words, data that

comply with the MLF Model represent “optimal” strategies under certain

settings, but there may well be other strategies activating grammatical

rules from both languages, when these choices are functionally motivated

by sociolinguistic, pragmatic, or processing factors.

Notes

1. Works that claim to follow The Null Theory – Mahootian 1993; MacSwan

1999a, 1999b, 2000; Chan 2003 – have adopted slightly different theoreti-

cal frameworks, and indeed they make different empirical predictions

(see x 11.2 above).

2. The transcription of Cantonese follows the scheme “Jyut6 Ping3

(Cantonese Romanization)” as devised by the Linguistic Society of Hong

Kong. Thenumber at the end of eachword refers to one of the six tones in

Cantonese.
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